
L A M I N A T I O N  I N S T R U C T I O N S

A PATCH TEST MUST BE PERFORMED 24-48 HOURS PRIOR TO USE

1. Apply Brow Adhesive evenly throughout the brow in a thin layer. Use a disposable 
spoolie brush to comb and fix the hairs in place in an upward direction. Ensure you are 
setting the brow in the exact direction you wish to laminate the hairs in. Once dry, 
move on to next step.

2. On top of the adhesive layer, apply a pea-sized amount of Step 1 (Brow Perming 
Solution) to one brow at a time. Apply the solution to the hair area only. Cover brows 
with Brow Wrap and make sure the hairs are fixed in an upright position. Leave to 
process for 5-8 minutes, no longer than 9 minutes. Refer to enclosed card for 
Lamination hair type guide.

3. Remove the Brow Wrap and remove Step 1 with a dry cotton tip. Apply Step 2 (Brow 
Fixing Solution) to each brow using a new cotton tip. Cover brows with Brow Wrap and 
make sure the hairs are fixed in an upright position. Leave to process for 5-8 minutes 
but no longer than 9 minutes. Refer to enclosed card for Lamination hair type guide.

4. Remove the Brow Wrap and remove Step 2 with a dry cotton tip. If desired, apply 
Brow Code Tint using the Brow Code 122 brush to add colour to the brows. Please be 
mindful that Lamination increases the depth of colour. Take care with the timing 
process for Tint by watching the development of the colour closely. 

5. Apply Step 3 (Brow Keratin Nourish Cream) to both brows. Use a generous amount 
to ensure this is applied to the hair and skin – brush through using a spoolie. Remove 
after 2 hours with a dry cotton tip or pad.

6. Use Brow Code Brow Gold Oil to nourish your skin and hair daily, ensuring the hair 
does not dry and curl. For maintenance, each morning your Laminated brows will 
require styling by brushing and setting in place. 
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